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As you read this, 'UN Plan 435 - the blueprint for withdrawal of South African
forces, and the implimentaflon of independent elections - is to take place in
Namibia. By all outlooks, S. W.A.P.O. (South West Africa Peoples Organlza
tion)will probably be the party that comes to power, post tree elections. Due
to their prolonged and fearless struggle against the illegal occupation by the
apartheid regime, and their mass base of support.
But we in SASe are casting a wary eye on the scene. Yet to be resolved is
thequestionofWaJvis Bay. Clearly, it lies within Namibia. But South Africa
still maintains that Walvis Bay should remain under its control because of a
treaty it had with Britain. And no doubt South Africa will seek to boost the
image of the puppet government in Namibia as legitimate contenders if and
when elections take place.
It is these and other important issues in the region that SAse will keep you
informed about Through the Update, and especially by the medium of House
Meetings. We urge you to read this edition, and give special thought to pos
sibly having us do a meeting with you; be it your club, friends, union members,
church group, or whoever. Only by the exchange of current information can
we reach understanding. And arrive at courses of action for the anti-apart
heid movement here at home.
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ANGOLA

As of this writing in early November, the secret talks
between Angola, South Africa and the U.S. continue. The
areas of discussion in the talks are; the withdrawal of
South African troops from Angola (which they have done
- to their pennanent bases in Namibia; South Africa aban
doning it's illegal occupation of Namibia; Cuban person
nel leaving Angola A tentative agreement had been
r~chedstating that South Africa was to begin dismantling
it's bases in Namibiaon November I st. But November 1st
has come and gone and South Africa did not proceed on
the agreement. The apartheid regime still insistson a rapid
Cuban troop removal from Angola, which the Angolans
and Cubans have repeatedly pointed out is unrealistic.
And so South Africa has made it clear they will not leave
Namibia before the Cubans leave Angola. But there are
several dealings happening below the negotiation table.
The question of Namibian independence has not been
resolved - a critical issue for the region.

According to the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner, the
Reagan Administration will be asking for $40 million to
send to the counter-revolutionary group UNITA (Union
for the Total Liberaton ofAngola) in next year's covertaid
appropriations. UNITA, currently backed by the U.S. and
South Africa, has already received between 15 and 20
million in covert aid from America this year. UNITA has
not laid down its arms, and despite U.S. insistance, has not
been a party to the recent talks.

Angolan President Jose Eduardo dos Santos made it
quite clear on the matter of UNITA participating when he
stated, "If they are Angolan, if they are part of the Angolan
nation, then they are represented by the Angolan govern
ment They don't need separate representation."

It should also be noted that the U.S. has been airlifting
UNITA armaments and supplies into Zaire, which borders
Angola on the north. Zaire is run by the CIA-installed
dictator Mobuto Sese Seko, a man who solidified power
over the assasinated bodies of true Zairean revolutionar
ies, among them Patrice Lumumba.

This, no doubt. is part of a plan by the U.S. State
Department to create a fiction that UNITA will at some
future point be seen as supported by a "black, independ
ent, freedom-loving country". This would be an attempt
to remove the stigma of UNITA's being backed by South
Africa (which would continue anyway), and ignoring the
client-state relationship of Zaire to the U.S.

The State Department has been orchestrating some
heavy-handedpublic relations in efforts to bolsterUNITA's
image. There has been a recent press junket of U.S.
reporters brought into UNITA's camp in Angola's Jamba
region. And this past summer, the mercurial leader of
UNITA, Jonas Savimbi, was sponsored by the Heritage

Foundation and others on a tour of the U.S., which
concentrated mainly in the South. He was honored at a
$50-a-plate fundraising dinner in Miami hosted by the
right-wing Cuban-American Foundation. In an ironic
turn, he was presented with the Medgar Evers Humanitar
ian Award, given to him by the brother of the slain civil
rights leader, Fayette, Mississippi, Mayor Charles Evers.
In Los Angeles, Medgar's widow, Marilee, issued a state
ment opposing presentation of the award to Savimbi.

Let's be clear that South Africa's presence at the
bargaining table is not due to a change of heart Rather,
South African and UNITA troops have suffered recent
military setbacks at the hands ofFAPLA, Angola's army,
aided by Cuban troops.

Since November 1987, UNITA, propped up by South
African soldiers, had been trying to take and secure the
area known as Cuito Cuanavale in Angola's southern
region ofKuando Kubango. Buta revved-up Angolan and
Cuban military offensive early in 1988 decisively in
flicted damage on UNITA and South African forces.
Thus, South Africa lost its ground superiority. In addition,
precisely flown Angolan MIG-23S's out-fought South
African Mirage jets in several air-battles in late May. In
June, a Cuban air strike against South African positions at
Calueque inflicted more losses for the destabilization
forces.

The recent U.S. Presidential elections were another
factor in regional politics. SASC saw a difference be
tween a Dukakis Administration and a Bush one in regards
to their Africa perspective. True, each candidate repre
sents capitalist interests, but Dukalcis, a corporate liberal,
has shown he has the capacity to repond to organized
pressure from the Democratic Party's left/progressive
wing.

It was the urging of the Jackson and progressive forces
that had the Democrats adopt a "South Africa as terrorist
state" plank at their 1988 Convention. Dukakis has said
he would favor cessation ofU.S. aid to UNITA, and would
not have linked Cuban removal with South Africa unoc
cupying Namibia. But how, with Africa foreign policy
being guided (mis-guided really) by President-Elect Bush
- who has said that he supports UNITA - it will be a lock
step following of the current administration's Africa out
look.

South Africa is also being hard-pressed more at home
as the ANC steps up its internal guerrilla campaign. There
is increased dissatisfaction among white South African
conscripts, the economy is at a stagnation stage, and
Pretoria will have to reign itself in to control the domes
tic scene as much as they can.

The peace talks continue. Angola and Cuba propose a
slow withdrawal of Cuban forces over a four year period
as oppossed to the unrealistic quick withdrawal proposed
by South Africa. South Africa threatens that if the U.S.
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Congress passes stronger sanctions in its next session,
they might not leave Namibia by the fall of 1989 as
planned. UNITA remains a joker in the deck, a wild card
that must be nullified.

Angola wants peace. It is only through peace that the
process for developing its infrastructure can go forward.
But Angola will not have an end to hostilities at any price.
It is a sovereign nation, and its people have fought long
and well to make it so. It deserves respect from those who
would sway the country from its course of building an
independent African nation. The form of its government
is for the citizens of Angola to decide in fair and honest
political struggle.

As President dos Santos stated, "If the United States
were to understand this reality (Angola's sovereignty) and
to regard Angola in the same light as other African
countries with which it maintains normal relations, then I
think that trade relations between our two countries,
which exist in spite of (strained) diplomatic relations, will

also tend to grow."

MOZAMBIQUE

While Mozambique was still a colony, Portugal built
the Cabora Bassa Dam, a huge hydroelectric plant span
ning the Zambezi River. It is capable of supplying
electricity to the entire country and 8% of South Africa's
needs. Despite this great potential, it has stood there
unused for the past decade, sabotaged in a destabilization
campaign set up by the agents of the white Rhodesian
government and carried out by Renamo, the Mozambican
rebels.

South Africa now urgently needs the additional en
ergy and has signed an agreement with Mozambique and
Portugal to rehabilitate Cabora Bassa. This is significant
in several ways: there has been unprecedented communi
cation between leaders ofSouth Africa and Mozambique;
it is the first achievement of South Africa in regional
cooperation; it forces South Africa to take a stand against
Renamo. This cooperative effort will call for mutual
protection of the power lines from further attack along its
558 miles. While pressure is on South Africa to control
Remano's activities, the latter has been continuing attacks
in protest to these talks, an indication that they reject
control by Pretoria. South Africa, in turn, insists it severed
ties with the rebel group after signing the Nkomati Accord
in 1984, in which they agreed to cut off aid to Renamo in
exchange for Mozambique's pledge not to harbor the
ANC. South Africa hopes that the rehabilitation ofCabora
Bassa will lead to reconciliation between the Frelimo
government and Renamo, an unlikely event given recent
atrocities committed by them.

The agreement between South Africa and Mozam-

-
bique on this rehabilitation project signals recognition that
regional economic development is dependent on coopera
tion. While this power source will allow South Africa to
defer building power plants, it is a politically significant
move for Mozambique that will reduce its reliance on
South African-supplied energy. This is an important step
in efforts by the Frontline states to break the economic
stranglehold of South Africa in the region.

The sabotage of Cabora Bassa is only one example of
the massive impact of this 13 year old war to bring down
the government of Mozambique. As we have reported in
the past, there is widespread devestation of the land and
people. The constant attacks prevent farming and any
moves toward economic recovery and self-sufficiency.
They create conditions in which the starving, sick popu
lace must nee to neighboring countries. Suffering the
most from the massive inOux of refugees is Malawi, a
country once able to feed itself and now becoming a
"beggar nation."

Since 1986, over 700,000 Mozambicans have mi
grated to Malawi, already the world's eighth poorest
country: "There are more hungry mouths for a country
with a surplus of hungry mouths," said a manager of
Malawi's largest company. Many have crowded onto the
land ofpeasant farmers who feel responsibility for sharing
the suffering. Upon arrival many of the refugees eat for the
first time in days. Straining medical resources, many
arrive with cholera or malaria.

The refugee problem illustrates the interdependence of
the southern African countries. The civil wars in Angola
and Mozambique have crippled the entire region. The
collapse of trade routes between them has stranded the
landlocked nations, raising transportation costs and in
creasing dependence on South Africa, thus weakening
them in their ongoing struggle against the apartheid re
gime.

Meanwhile, back in the U.S .... a surprising offical
position on the developments in Mozambique. Despite
consistently supporting the most repressive forces every
where in the world, the U.S. is supporting the Frelimo
government and opposing Renamo - the reverse of the
policy in Angola. It is a telling statement when the
systematic abuses, killings, and widespread atrocities are
so great that the U.S. sides with a socialist government. A
study released last April by the State Department esti
mates that 100,000 civilians may have heen killed by the
opposition forces. Also Mozambique's interest in build
ing ties with the West has helped create a warmer climate.
In a further show of support the U.S. government has
pledged aid for refugees and the displaced as well as help
rebuilding the transportation and economic infrastructure.

The U.S. State Departrnentreport led to trips to Mozam
bique by the press for a first-hand assessment of the
situation. Although Renamo is not known in press circles
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for cultivating public relations, journalists noted that this
trip, in August, was designed to counter the report on
Renamo atrocities. Newsweek reported that, whereas
Alfonso Dhlakama, Renamo's leader, dismi sed the
charges and claimed that his troops were winning the war,
the MNR has achieved "worldwide notoriety for acts of
terrorism: savage massacres, ear and noses lopped off as
punishment, mass kidnappings and systematic forced
labor." The journalists saw no evidcnce of the popular
support that the MNR claims. The extent of South
Africa's support remains unclear, but it appears that their
previously substantial covert aid is waning as Pretoria
makes overture to the Mozambique government. De
spite its growing isolation, Renamo remains undeterred
and is likely to perpetuate horrendous conditions in that
country until the MNR's defeat.

SWAZILAND

/
#LESOTHO

• SADCC MEMBER
STATES

SOUTHERN AFRICA: THE QUEST FOR
SELF-RELlA CE

"Southern Africa is a focal point ofconflict. It is not the
quest for

liberation but the entrenched raci~m, exploitation and

oppression
(by South Africa) which is the cause of conflicts....

The power
behind this is in large measure economic. Economic

liberation
is, therefore, as vital as political liberation.

SADCC, Lusaka
Declaration, 1980

Eight years after the formation of the Southern African
Development Coordination Conference (SADCC 
composed of Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zim
babwe), South Africa continues to attack it projects and
villagers. Estimated at over 530 billion, the cost of South
African aggression is much higher than all the bilateral
and multilateral aid to the region.

Cost estimates, however, cannot measure the suffering
of the people. Angola has the highest amputee rate in the
world because UNITA plants Claymore mines (made in
USA) along foot paths. Mozrunbique has over 4 million
people "seriously affected" by the war waged by South
African surrogate forces, the Mozambique ational Re
sistance (MNR). Zimbabwe, the economic success in till'
region, spends S1 million per day to help Mozambique
funds which could support Zimbabwean development
after their 14 year independence war.

This year, therefore, SADCC has urged donors to

provide security assistance - along wilh developmcnt
fund - for the projects. In response, 13ritian, Holland
and Scandinavia are providing non-lethal security aid [0

SADCC.
In contrast, the US government has more than doubled

its military support to U ITA, which regularly blo\\ sup
SADCC projects such as the Benguela rai Iroad in Angola.
As one London official stated, providing funds forSADCC
projects without helping the region re ist aparlJtcid ag
gression is like "mopping up water while the faucet is still
running."

In spite of South African aggression, SADCC is a
success tory in its two top priority sector: transport and
agriculture. Receiving almost two-lhirds of all funds
allocated, the transport and communi .dions ector has
completed major projects. For the [Irst time in their
histories, new satellite discs make it possible for members
to directly communicate with each other, no longer via
South Africa. The priority railroad on the Beira Corridor
in Mozambique has doubled its capacity, serving the land
locked countries of Malawi, Zaire, Zambia, and Zim
babwe. Zimbabwe saves S500 per container shipped via
Beira rather than through Durban, South Africa. Zambia
now ships all of its major export, copper, eithcr on the
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Tazara line or via the Beira Corridor, avoiding South
Africa altogether.

In agricullure, SADCC has established the first re
gional research cenler outside South Africa. As a resull of
peasant-oriented research, villagers can now make bread
using more sorghum-millet flour (a local drought-resis
talll grain) and less wheat flour (an expensive imported
grain). Zimbabwe and Malawi regularly produce surplus
com, and SADCC is trying to set up regional grain
reserves to assist deficit neighbors. The European Eco
nomic Community (EEC) at first agreed to finance initial
coslS but then tried to interfere with decisions about who
would receive the grain and when. SADCC rejects such
power moves, but at the cost of delaying the project.

In the other sectors (industry, energy, manpower train
ing, and mining), development has been slowerbut steady.
The energy sector, for example, is trying to reduce wood
fuel consumption in the rural areas which is deforesting
vast expanses of land. Electricity grids now connect
BOlSwana north to Zimbabwe and Zambia, reducing
dependence on South African sources.

The more successful SADCC is, the more it becomes
a threat to established intereslS in the region: South Africa,
Britian and the U.S. The apartheid regime will not tolerate
successful economic coordination for regional develop
ment and will continue its attacks. Capital intereslS will
continue to try to rewrite SADCC agendas. However,
SADCC is "one of the strongest means of consolidating

. the independence of the countries of the region and one of
the most effective means of fighting against South African
destabilization," according to PresideotJoaquim Chissano
of Mozambique. SADCC's development is central to
viable economies in a post-apartheid Southern Africa.

What You Can Do

I. The SADCC nine call for comprehensive sanctions
against South Africa. Support S2756/HR 1580, the Cran
ston/Dellums bill.
2. Increase material support to Angola and Mozambique.
3. Call for increased U.S. development aid to SADCC.
4. Demand debt relief from the U.S. for Southern African
economics.

-ZIMBABWE

President Robert Mugabe spoke in June to the Special
UN Session on Disarmament. He touched on many issues
affecting the development ofZimbabwe, among them the
agreement he signed with Joshua Nkomo last winter.
Noting that the Western press has continued to distort his
country's goals and efforlS, Mugabe pointed out that
reporlS concerning the unity pact between his ruling
ZANU (Zimbabwe African National Union) party and
Nkomo's ZAPU (Zimbabwe African People's Union), a
pact that called for ZAPU to dissolve ilSelf and take its
cadres into ZANU, had gotten very negative coverage
because of Mugabe's goal of creating a one-party state.
But he noted the Western press had been critical in the past
of ZANU and ZAPU being at each others' throalS over
political direction, thereby showing that Third World
countries arc incapable of governing themselves. Yet
when democratic steps are taken to alleviate this problem,
the Western press jumps allover Zimbabwe for trying to
achieve political stability.

Mugabe also discussed the amnesty accords which
provide pardons for MNR bandilS, and white backlash
against majority rule. There are many MNR bandilS with
"very bloody hands", but the government plans to adhere
to its word. It appears that many whites in Zimbabwe are
demonstrating their dislike for majority rule by flying the
old white supremacist Rhodesian flag. The President said,
"We have bent over backwards to achieve reconciliation,
and the response has not been as complete as we wanted.
At independence we gave whites a choice of citizenship,
and those who remained have made the choice to be
Zimbabweans. They seem to be in a state of shock from
this reversal, but eight years should be long enough for
anybody to adjust. We will not accept the old way of life
to be demonstrated in public. No private white schools, no
private white hospitals that charge high fees."

On the question of building socialism, Mugabe stated,
"At independence, we won the election based on our
socialist ideology. And we still say that Marxism-Lenin
ism is more godly, closer to Christianity, than capitalism.
But in adopting the Marxist-Leninist form of socialism,
we recognized that we had to apply it in a given context,
history, culture and objective realities. Historically, colo
nialism has had a capitalist thrust - 75 percent of our
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economy is controlled by capitalists, especially the muiti
national corporations. We can't nationalize them in one
stroke - we don't have the money to compensate them,
and we don't have the skills to run them. Capitalism must
play its part alongside our cooperatives and parastatals
(working with the government in an unofficial capacity,
quasi-governmental entities), and we have adopted a
gradual pace for change."

On a related front, Finance and Economic Planning and
Development Minster Bernard Chidzero announced in
mid-August a growth-oriented budget for 1988-89, which
he said would reduce unemployment by attracting invest
ment and generating foreign exchange earnings. He stated
that Zimbabwe's growth rate has fallen from eight percent
in 1986 to under two percent The current five-year
development plan envisaged five percent growth. Sin
gling out unemployment as the single most important
problem facing the economy, Chidzero told a gathering
that the country needed to generate more foreign currency
to attract investment and thus create jobs.

BURUNDI
Africa witnessed, in early September, a tragic mas

sacre of citizens of the tiny land-locked country of Bu
rundi. The nation of Burundi is northwest of Tanzania
and, with five million people on about cleven thousand
square miles, is one of the few African countries with a
problem of space. A former Belgian colony, Burundi
faces the common legacy of colonial contries trying to
restructure after the polarization of "divide-and-rule"
policies of the European colonizer.

Two main groups lived in the mountainous region, the
Hutu and the Tutsi. Under Belgian administration, the
Hutu were used as agricultural laborers and the Tutsi
constituted the colonial army. Since independence, Bu
rundi has been a CIA listening post for several decades, to
its disadvantage, serving as a center for covert "news"
authors as far back as the 1960's during the struggle in the
Congo.

In 1970, John Stockwell reported in In Search of
Enemies. that a dirty trick campaign designed to "embar
rass the Soviets" was run by station chief Bubba Sanders.
At that time, Michael Micombero was head of the Tutsi
dominated government. Bubba Sanders launched a
campaign of mailings to post boxes throughout the capital
of Bujumbura. They were 12"x 18" postcards printed in
stark black and red, showing a large military boot stomp
ing small human figures, reading "Down with Micombero,
Dictator" and signed by a cachet of a world youth con
gress. Micombero and his elite Watutsi leadership was
fearful ofa Hutu uprising and the mailings convinced him
that Hutu activists were seeking revolution. In a pre
emptive measure, the Watutsi army carried out a horrify-

ing massacre of tens of thousands of Hutu. A succession
ofgovernments have seen continued conflict, and repres
sion of the Hutu.

Current president Maj. Pierre Buyoya, installed in a
coup in September 1987, carried out a massacre earlier
this month. By accounts of refugees in neighboring
Rwanda, in excess of five thousand Hutu were killed.

SASC decries the artificial divisions that carry over
from the vestiges ofcolonialism. Weache for and deplore
massacres and repression in any partofthe continent or the
world, and we recognize the need for massive restructur
ing, an overhaul in the economic and political systems,
both in smaller countries within the former colonies, and
the colonial and neocolonial powers. The easy, flippant
attitude of interference with dirty tricks and covert action
on the part of the CIA must be exposed, uprooted and
expunged from every comer of the world if countries are
to find theeir way to true independence and self-determi
nation.

SOUTH AFRICA

Last issue we reported on a secret report that surfaced
in Britain that predicted dire consequences in the South
African economy with increasing international isolation.
Several news sources have reiterated that there has been a
slowing of the South African economy. The arrogant
bluster of the traditional Afrikaner "lager" mentality that
poclaims they can go it alone to save their racist institu
tions, are challenged by many financial experts from both
Afrikaner and English camps. "In this day and age there
is no such thing as economic self-sufficiency and we
delude ourselves if we think differently" said Henri de
ViLlers, chairman of the Standard Bank Investment Copo
ration. Chris Van Wyk, managing editor ofTrust Bank of
Africa has stated ''I'm fed up with the feeling that we can
go it alone. We can't ignore what sanctions and disinvest
ment have done." What they actually have done is not
destroy the economy, but slowed its growth. An econo
mist in the mining and industry sector reckons that by the
tum of the century, with sanctions holding the economy at

zero-growth, 55% of the Black work force would be
unemployed increasing community resistance. It is gen
erally recognized that foreign investment is capital rather
than labor intensive, and that white employment will
suffer far more than Black. A study showed that if full
sanctions were applied unemployment would rise by 3%,
while white unemployment would increase by 63%. The
effect is watered down because many nations are in
violation of U.N.resolutions on sanctions. A U.S. Slate
Department report on "Compliance with the U.N. Arms
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Embargo" showed Britain a major violator, still supplying
military equipment to Pretoria, as well as 33,000 tons of
steel products under ban by the European Community.
Still, trade restrictions have had an effeet. S.A. 's export
earnings have remained static, despite a significant rise in
the world price of gold - meaning a major reduction in
returns of non-gold exports.
The point is, even weak and toothless sanctions, ignored

in several quarters, have had a measurable effect. Now
imagine stringent toothy sanctions as in the bill presently
before the U.S. House of Representatives. Easop Pahad,
chief researcher for the ANC has explained, "Sanctions on
their own won't do it. But seen as an adjunct to the peoples
struggle, they can succeed."

Japan has continued as S.A.'s #1 trading partner, and
this, coupled with evidence of racism on the part ofcertain
Japanese businesses and governmental leadership has
angered Rep. M. Dymally and other Black leaders who
have been meeting privately with Japanese business and
government officials over the last two years. (The contro
versy has simmered since ex-Prime Minister Yasuhiro
Nakasone suggested that Blacks and other minorities were
dragging down the intellcctuallevel of the United States.)

In late August, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela was diag
nosed as suffering from a virulent form of tuberculosis.
Fluid had built up in one of his lungs and he was coughing
blood and was unable to speak. Doctors removed him
from Poolsmoor prison and registered him in a Cape Town
Hospital, saying his prognosis was complete recovery
within six months.

There is some speculation as to where he will go after
his hospital stay, with it evident that conditions in prison
brought on the disease. P.W. Botha has again stated he
will release Mandela if he renounces violence. As of this
writing, Mandela's continuing response is that when the
South African government renounces violence, then he
will. The 70-year-old leader of the ANC also reiterated
that as far as negotiations with the government are con
cerned, "Only free men can negotiate ... Prisoners cannot
enter into contracts."

Earlier this summer, the Soweto home of the Mandelas
was gutted by fire. It is unclear what actually precipitated
the burning, but apparently it involved a dispute between
teenage comrades who guard Winnie Mandela and teens
from another section of Soweto.. In a statement from
prison, Mandela implored, "there should be no prosecu
lion or witch-hunt. It is a malter lhat will be resolved by
the people of Soweto."

Nearly 2.5 million Black workers staged a hugely
successful political strike. On Monday, June 6,80% of
Black workers in and around Johannesburg and Durban
stayed home, and 60% stayed out on Tuesday. Many
schools and Black-owned shops were closed down. The
strike had been called by the country's two largest labor
confederations, COSATU (Congress of South African
Trade Unions), which has traditionally aligned itself with
the ANC, and NACTU (National Council of Trade Un
ions), aligned with the PAC. It was called specifically to
protest a repressive new labor law that virtually outlaws
strikes and last Spring's ban against the UDF and 17 other
anti-apartheid organizations. The strike and the coopera
tion of diverse sectors of the labor and liberation move
ments offer a positive example in clarifying and unifying
the U.S. solidarity movement.

The official South African governmental blackout,
coupled with the lack ofgenuine U.S. coverage ofnews of
liberation struggles, kept the largest strike in the history of
South Africa out of the headline in the U.S.

The strike itself was peacful, but there were several
violent incidents leading to the death of ten people, the
injury of 38, and the arrest of 36. The strike's success,
costing the economy $250 million, was particularly re
markable considering the ongoing emergency regula
tions. Jay Naidoo, Secretary General of the Federation,
said, ''The fact that they all decided to show their resis
tance in such a bold way and in conditions of such
adversity is a heartening reflection of the strength of that
resistance."

NACTU met with the ANC in Harare, Zimbabwe, in
May to discuss matters of mutual concern. Alfred Nzo,
Secretary General of the ANC, led the delegation that met
with the NACTU delegation led by James Mndaweni,
President of the labor organization. They affirmed that
unity within the labor movement inside South Africa is
imperative for the defeat of apartheid.



END APARTHEID EXECUTIONS!
Demonstrators in Britain protest against hangings in South Africa

The future of the Sharpville 6 is still unsure. An appeal
for clemency by Amnesty International and many heads of
state fell on deaf ears. Lawyers won only a temporary
reprieve based on the fact that a prosecution witness had
given false evidence during the trial. The six were
scheduled to hang in July, and the appeal was granted June
13. Since then, a second witness said he had been forced
to testify that two of the six had grabbed the 1985 "neck
lace" victim, recanting his testimony. It should beremem
bered that the government did not itselfexpect to prove the
Sharpville 6 guilty of the necklacing, but rather convicted
them on the basis of"common purpose"; that is, they were
in the crowd when an individual was killed.

On September 13, 1988, three of the most prominent
South African Black activists detained under State of
Emergency regulations escaped from a Johannesburg
hospital where they had been taken for physiotherapy.
They took refuge in the U.S. Consulate and demanded a
meeting with U.S. Ambassador Edward Perkins. Moham
med Valli-Moosa, Murphy Morobc and Vusimuzi
Khangile demanded to be frcc of restrictions or threat of

re-detention, and called on the government to lift its 26
month old State ofEmergency and to release all detainees.
The government immediately said their "release was
already under consideration." On September 23, they
were joined by another escapee, Clifford Ngcobo. As we
go to press it is reported that the detainees were promised
amnesty and left the embassy without incident.

IFJinmmmm!lIk~1l'l\\

U.S. independent film-makers are increasingly ignor
ing the United Nations cultural boycott of South Africa.
The government has made it very profitable for wealthy
South Africans to invest in film production, and easy
fmancing has provided a lure for several film-makers.
SASC would encourage all readers and others interested
in the struggle in Southern Africa to boycott the followmg
films:

• "Going Bananas", with Dom DeLuise and Jimmy
Walker;

• "Mercenary Fighters", with PelCr Fonda;
• "Gor", with Oliver Reed;
• "Dragonard" and "MaslCr of Dragonard Hill", with

Reed and Eartha Kilt;
• "American Ninja" and "Platoon Leader", with Mi-
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chacl Dudikoff;
* "Journey to the Center of the Earth", with Nicola

Cowper and Will Moses.
SASC would like to remind readers to support the

ongoing cultural boycott.

~~KH!ll1@g~

The "Law and Order" Minister ofSouth Africa, Adriaan
Vlok, issued a governmentdecrec banning the activities of
the End Conscription Campaign (EEC). The movement
was the nineteenth organization effectively banned this
year. The organization is made up mostly of young white
men who seek to end the draft in South Africa. In early
August, 143 young men held press conferences across the
country to publicly declare that they would not serve. This
exemplifies a growing phenomenon in the highly milita
ristic South African society. Though the organization had
been in existence for several years, there has been an
upswing in interest since 1984. What happened in 1984
eroded the romantic idea that to be a soldier is to be up on
the border defending South Africa. There is nothing
romantic about going into townships and perhaps facing
your mother's maid at the end of your gun barrel.

The South African Army plans to erect a 14-mile
electrified fence along the border with Zimbabwe and
Botswana in the far northern Transvaal province. Two
years ago the government erected an electrified fence
along the border with Mozambique. The South African
Army hopes the fences will cut down on the number of
guerillas that infiltrate into South Africa.

The municipal elections across South Africa this past
Oct. 27 battered the Botha regime on two sides. National
party government efforts to get out the "Black vote" (3.1
million Blacks out of a population of 28 million are
eligible) brought out about 435,000 voters. Anti-apart
heid activists had called for a boycott of the elections
calling them a sham to give legitimacy to the separate
municipal governments. (The militant township of Alex
andre boycotted the election 100%.) A spokesman for the
South African Council of churches said "We expect the
government to say to the world that they are going to talk
to elected Black officials and that they won't speak to the
leaders whom they classify as radicals. We hope the world

won't be fooled."
The elections also pummelled Botha from the far

right, with the Conservative Party sweeping the rural and
industrial towns of the Transvaal, South Africas' most
populous and economically important province. The
Conservatives see Botha as left-leaning, and want a return
to undiluted segregation, with no taxes spent on Black
Townships and no attempts at "power sharing." And
requiring that all Blacks live in "Tribal homelands."

Analysts from every quarter see the elections as an
indications of what to expect in the parliamentary elec
tions next year. With the rise of the Conservative agenda,
repression will increase, and with that, the revolutionary

climate will almost certainly intensify.

Sources

L.A. Times
L.A. Sentinel
Christian Science
Monitor
African Guardian
New African
West African
Wall Street Journal
Newsweek
Time
African Concord
SECHABA
ANC Newsbriefings
The Guardian
Angolan Press Re
leases
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The Southern Africa Support Committee wants to
keep the community informed of the unfolding and
escalating movement in Southern Africa. We also

try to keep abreast of the views and struggles of our
Los Angeles constituency. We have files covering

news of various events in Southern Africa, from
labor and economics to the liberation movements.

We offer presentations to organizations, discussion
groups, or house meetings of just a few friends. We
believe that the struggle for human rights and the

right to self·determination is an international
struggle, and that what happens to people in South·

ern Africa, particularly Black people, impacts the
Black, Brown and working communities and the

entire working class here in the U.S. The present
U.S. administration is wedded to the Apartheid re·
gime. We believe that pressure from an informed

and active community can encourage and achieve a
divorce. Contact us. We'd love to talk with you.
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We close out this issue with a reprint of an editorial
that first appeared in Sechaba (The ANC's news
letter)in May of last year. SASC believes the editorial
is still very timely. In light of the Bush administration
coming to power, Thatcher in England, and the policies
of the West (and Japan and several Middle East countries)
changed little in regards to their maneuvers in the South
ern Africa region.

EDITORIAL·

THE NEW IMPERIALIST
OFFENSIVE

The feeling within ruling circles in the West
is that the end ofapartheid is inevitable; the
only question is whether it comes about by
negotiation or through increasing violence
and bloodshed.

These are not empty words. The Western
countries are making preparations for this.
Mrs Thatcher has gone on record as say
ing sanctions don't work. In a rather con
tradictory fashion, she says they will hurt
those they are designed to help. Besides
the fact that we have never elected her to
be our spokesperson, she offers no alter
native to sanctions as a meanS of dis
mantling :apartheid.

The West's reluctance to apply sanctions
is a contributory factor in making sanctions
not work. Government departments con
tinue to give official help to fmns and in
dividuals wishing to trade. Countries like
Taiwan are rushing into the 'vacuum'
created by those who break their trade
links with South Africa.

Trade between South Africa and Taiwan
is expected to double in 1988. In 1986,
South African imports from Japan rose in
value more than two and a half times over
1985, and its exports in the reverse direc
tion more than doubled. It is said that im
ports from Japan represented 23% ofSouth
Africa's total imports in 1986 - in 1985 they
were only 8%. Exports to Japan repre
sented 12% of total exports in 1986, and in
19a.~ 6%. Israel acts as an intermediary bet
...·e _n Iran and Armscor, the apartheid
weapons giant.

British investment in South Africa is worth
about £6 million, and accounts for 45% of
foreign investment. Now Britain has other

plans; the so-called"collective and positive
initiative." This is supposed to counter the
pressures to disinvest. The plan is suppos
ed to "improve" Black education, job op
portunities, industrial training, housing, and
to encourage Black business. This is a
demonstration of self-interest, and it means
ensuring British industry a role in a post
apartheid South Africa, and countering
international economic sanctions.

This project, which will be on a large
scale and will involve large sums of money
and the necessary bureaucracy, will be
financed with funds from British, American
and West German fmns, operating in South
Africa and from the London, Washington
and Bonn governments. It has a two-to-one
chance of getting off the ground, we are
told.

We should. remember that, when the
crisis started in 1984, big business ran to
meet the ANC in Lusaka. Western univer
sities increased their intake of Black,
especially African, students from South
Africa, perhaps in preparation for this
offensive.

The plan has been in the offing for the last
two years. It is a creation of the British In
dustry Committee on South Africa (BICSA),
which was set IlP in January 1986 by the
Confederation of British Industry (CBO and
the United Kingdom-South Africa Trade
Association (UKSATA).

This is a new offensive, not only against
our people in South Africa, but against the
whole region, including the Indian Ocean
islands. It is an offensive against the
democratic forces throughout the world. It
is an attempt to thwart our revolution.
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